Application regulations

1. Application deadline is 12 October 2020. If the determined area of the
exhibition is sold out before the deadline, the organizer cannot accept any
further application.
2. Enter the precise area that you need through the application process
because it cannot be subjected to any change a month prior to the exhibition.
3. Withdrawal: You can withdraw after only 2 working days once the
application is submitted, otherwise the fee is NOT refundable.
4. The exhibitor is NOT allowed to rent or leave the booth to a third party
(another exhibitor or company).
5. The request for expansion of the area of the booth can only be done by the
organizer’s approval and agreement.
6. To include exhibitors’ information in the Exhibition Official Book, fill out the
required form on the Exhibition website no later than 17 October 2020
otherwise the organizer has no responsibility to print your information in the
book. (Printing the exhibitor’s information in the Exhibition Official Book is
free of charge and is one of the organizer’s duties.)
7. No goods or equipment can be taken out of the exhibition until the exhibition
ends. Exhibitors can receive the permit from the International Section of the
exhibition to take out their goods and equipment after the end of the
exhibition.
8. Exhibitors have to fill out the required forms until 17 October 2020 to receive
the Exhibitor’s ID Cards
9. Both male and female exhibitors have to follow Islamic rules.
10. Protection of goods and equipment inside the booth during the working
hours of the exhibition is on the exhibitor and the organizer takes the
responsibility for the non-working hours of the exhibition.

11.Since the protection of the outdoor booths are on the exhibitors, day and
night, it is required for the exhibitors to coordinate with the night guards of
the exhibition.
12.Exhibitors are not allowed to close their booths during the working hours of
the exhibition.
13.During the time of the exhibition all the goods and equipment in the booths
are covered by insurance paid by the organizer.
14.Sale of products is NOT allowed in the exhibition; however, sealing contracts
is permitted.
15.The right to film and photograph of the exhibition is preserved for the
organizer; therefore, exhibitors are NOT allowed to film or photograph
except their own booth.
16.If you have any heavy or extremely large goods, equipment or machinery
please coordinate with the organizer at least a month prior to the exhibition
with declaring the exact size and weight of the item, otherwise, the organizer
is not responsible for any inconvenience.
17.Keeping flammable items in the booth is NOT allowed, but if such materials
are necessary for your booth, coordinate with the official firefighting expert
based in the exhibition to obtain the permit.
18.The use of electric heating or cooking appliances are NOT allowed unless the
permit is obtained from the organizer.
19. The exhibitors are expected to show their advertising materials in their own
booth and to use other spaces of the exhibition to advertise their products
and services necessary permits should be obtained from the organizer.
20. All goods and products exhibited in the booth should have a Standard
Certification, otherwise the organizer takes no responsibility if the
Organization of Standard and Industrial Research of Iran or their
representatives prevent the presentation of a non-standard product or close
the booth.

